THE LOWER HERRING LAKE ASSOCIATION

Spring News Letter May 2019

HIGH WATER: MORE OF THE SAME PROBLEMS... - Vern (Skip) Noble
IMPORTANT INFORMATION CONCERNING LAKE LEVELS
FOR THE COMING SUMMER SEASON
I have recently received the
Army Corps of Engineers
Monthly Bulletin of Lake Levels
for the Great Lakes. As you are
aware, with Lake Michigan levels
currently above the Outlet dam
level, it is the Lake Michigan
level, not our dam, that controls
the level of Lower Herring (that
is until a southwest wind closes
the outlet and things get worse).
The Bulletin is predicting a
July Lake Michigan level that
is NINE inches HIGHER than
it was in July of last year. As I
remember cruising around the
lake at that time last year, there
were a number of docks with
water on top of some sections
and some lifts with boats
partially floating.
I very strongly recommend that
you take into account this higher
lake level when you put in your
dock and lift or that you discuss
it with it with your installer if
you have have the work done for
you. Be sure boats are tied to
your lifts so they will not float
away, and all shore items are
well pulled up. Keep in mind
that when the outlet closes, and
we know from the past years
that it will, that Lower Herring
will rise 1 to 2 inches per day.

Our EGLE/USACE permits
and volunteers will be needed
to remedy these situations.
Just for information, what is
predicted for July is 7 inches
below what it was in 1986, but
4 and 1/2 feet above what it was
in 1964.
Lets have a happy and safe
boating season on the lake,
prepare our docks and lifts for
the high water, and remember
that with the high water wakes
are extremely damaging to the
shoreline, so please keep skiing
and especially wake boarding in
the middle of the lake as much
as possible.
Thanks. We will continue to
work together to deal with this
issue. Let’s hope water levels
follow traditional patterns and
revert to more normal levels
soon.
-Skip Noble

ANNUAL
MEETING

Mark and Sue Smith will be
organizing the noon luncheon at
the Annual Meeting on Friday,
July 5th.
We invite volunteers from past
years and would also love to have
new faces joining us to help out
with the following tasks before
and during the meeting:
• Set-up on Wednesday 		
		 evening (with many willing
			hands, about an hour’s work)
• Clean-up after the meeting
• Pick up meat & cheese tray
• Food: (From everybody
		 Baked beans, salads,
		desserts-please bring what
		 you brought to the meeting
		 last year!
• Beverages -- need person to
		 set up and serve
• Desserts -- need person to
		 set up and serve
• Kitchen -- 3 people to set up
Thanks in advance to Dori
Turner and Watervale for
bringing tablecloths, and to
John Hultman and Dori Turner
for baking that wonderful fresh
bread we serve each year.
We need YOUR HELP. Please
contact Sue (715-218-1565) or
Mark (715-218-8211)
One more reminder: as
we mentioned in last Fall’s
newsletter, and above, this
year’s meeting will be held on
FRIDAY, JULY 5th at noon!
See you there!
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Herring Lakes Watershed Steering Committee (HLSC) Report- Fred Oeflein
The long wait is over. The Herring Lakes Watershed
Protection Plan has been approved by both the
Michigan DEQ and the EPA and is considered
final. As a result the steering committee met April
10th for the first time in over a year to discuss the
next steps.
Many areas were discussed on possibilities of
potential grant applications. At this point there
does not seem to be any funding available for
Milfoil treatments. However, we are going to
get a refund of our $400 permit cost through a
federal grant. The most promising might be fish
passage grants to improve road-crossing culverts
on Raymond and Swamp roads. Several of these
culverts are undersized or too high and will not
allow fish to swim past them. Other areas discussed
where above average nitrate levels in the lakes and
above phosphorous levels in two test wells that
have not yet been fully explained. Boohoo view
road end was also discussed due to erosion and
run off into the lake. Should it be improved or
perhaps closed from vehicle launching of boats?

be a spring test April 23rd since the ice just went
out in both lakes April 8th. A mid-summer test in
late July and a fall test in September. Testing will
include E. coli, Nitrates, and Phosphorous along
with a hydro lab test at the deepest part of each lake
recording Dissolved Oxygen, PH, Temperature
and Conductivity at various depths. The last hydro
lab test was done on March 19th, 2019 and showed
low levels of oxygen at the bottom of the lake,
which is somewhat normal in the winter. A secchi
disk (water clarity) reading was also performed
to a depth of 29.5 feet, a new record for our
lake. Before we had zebra mussels we never saw a
value over 13 feet.

The 2019 Water testing plan was also finalized
with the Benzie Conservation District. There will

The Benzie Conservation District is an essential
ally in performing these tests, along with
treating Phragmites and identifying new invasive
plants and animals in our lakes. They are also
continuing to educate and perform boat washing
at public access sites and are hoping to put up
additional signage regarding protection of our
lakes at public boat launches. Please consider
making a tax-deductible contribution to them
with a memo of the Rick Pringle memorial fund
or Herring Lakes Watershed.

Iris
Photos courtesy of LHLA Member Beth Olin

Eastern Phoebe
Photos courtesy of LHLA Member Beth Olin
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President’s Letter - Jim Ryan
Last year we asked Sarah Delavan (also a PhD,
working with the US Army Corps of Engineers in
Oregon) to help us deal with the Water Levels issues.
Sarah has been doing most of the heavy lifting as we
pursue the necessary permits from the DEQ (now
“EGLE” -- Environment, Great Lakes & Energy)
and the USACE to keep the Outlet open.
To date, we have successfully completed two “Onetime” permits to clear the Outlet and had those two
JPAs (Joint Permit Applications) approved by both
the then-DEQ and USACE. We can use those any
time in the next five years.
Our real goal, though, is to secure approval for
JPAs from both EGLE and USACE for 5-year
“Maintenance Dredging” (the technical term both
agencies use for the activity of clearing the Outlet)
which will allow us to use either mechanical or
manual means to open the Outlet.

Completing JPAs is a complicated process, requiring
100% accuracy of the highly detailed information
needed. Sarah Delavan has been completing the
necessary hand-written versions along with the
measurements and site drawings needed, and
packaging them with all the required support
documents (there are many) which we’ve put
together from this end. Upon receiving these, I’ve
been able to help by completing the on-line version
(also very complicated) and getting it submitted both
electronically and with paper back-up through the
designated website for JPA submission.
To date, we have already received approval for the
5-year Maintenance permit from DEQ/EGLE. The
USACE application has been completed, submitted
and is currently in the review process. Once we have
both these two permits in hand, we are ready to respond
to the higher lake levels we’ve seen already (and are likely
to continue to see for at least the next year).

Invasive Species Update - Mark Smith
The LHLA Board is working with PLM to optimize
the cost effectiveness of the Eurasian Water Milfoil
treatment program as well as working with Benzie
Conservation District on the phragmites elimination.
As you may recall, PLM treated the 4.5 acres on the north
end and the 4 acres stretching from the eastern cove
north towards the Inlet last fall. We checked the treatment
areas following treatment and we will be checking these
areas this spring. The treatment went well.

the systemic herbicides will target the milfoil roots
and provide longer control, areas of infestation
will have additional growth in the future due to
fragmentation and established root crowns and
seed banks. Long term management is suggested,
focusing on the largest, most dense patches first and
then moving to smaller beds.
Our proposed timeline for this season is below:
Winter 2018: Applied for and received permit

Overall, targeting these plants in the fall as they start
storing carbohydrates should be beneficial in getting
as much systemic herbicide into the root system as
possible. The 2017 treatment at a similar time was very
effective and this treatment should follow suit as well.
We will need to continue to combat the EWM in
Lower Herring Lake this season. If permissions are
still needed, we will continue to collect those to allow
expansion of treatment into other areas. Although

Spring 2019: Notify riparian owners of 			
proposed treatment schedule.
May/June: Spring Survey to determine Fall 		
Treatment area/cost.
		August/September: Potential herbicide/
algaecide application. Pre/Post treatment
survey. Optional Fall AVAS survey.
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FISHING REPORT - Tom Engdahl
Here are some reports on fishing conditions from
“Frequent Fishers”:(From Matt Swain): Found the LHL
fishery to once again be steady and productive. Numbers of
small mouth bass between 12-18” were taken consistently in
shallow flats during the May/June pre-spawn and spawn.
After the hatch and their duties of guarding fry were
complete, the small mouth then scattered across the lake
in both deep and shallow water for the summer months.
Effective baits included craw and worm imitations, jerk
baits, spinner baits and top-water.
The fall was once again productive for large females as
they fed heavily before going to their deep water winter
haunts. Walleye numbers seem to be improving in recent
years with a slot range around 13-16”. Spoons and crank
baits trolled behind planer boards produced fish along
the drop offs. 1.5-2 MPH seemed to produce most often.
Numbers of perch showed up through the ice with
a handful of 12-13 inchers being taken in 50-55 feet
of water. Rapala jigging raps tipped with red spikes
produced well. 20” of ice was found in certain areas of
the lake in February.
As always, proper handling of all fish species is key to
maintaining a healthy fishery along with adhering to
creel limits and other state laws.

(From Robert Grech) I will rate it as fair. Walleye, bass more
northern pike than usual. I would like to see Walleye
planting more frequently than every three years.
*(Note: Robert predominantly fishes Lake Michigan,
but occasionally fishes Lower Herring as well.
(From Darryl Swain) I caught more walleyes than I usually
do: Fewer Small-mouth [bass] more jumbo Perch.
(From Tom Morton) Between the launch and Collin’s Bay,
the drop-off is pretty barren. We’ll see what happens as
the water warms. But it is clear to me that much habitat
has disappeared. This of course will make fry and
bait-fish more vulnerable. As well it will increase the
northern pike predation of the walleyes planted last year.
*I remain convinced someone illegally added chemicals
to the lake along the east side to kill vegetation.*
*(Note: Re: Walleye plantings: Last year the DNR
planted 19,000 walleye in LHL and 16,000 in
UHL. Re: chemicals: LHLA has checked with both
Benzie Conservation District who treat phragmites
for us and Professional Lake Management who
treat EWMilfoil on the lake. Both have documented
support indicating their treatment chemicals are not
harmful to lake vegetation.)

THE LHLA HAS A NEW WEBSITE - David Oellerich
Please check out the new website at www.
lowerherringlakeassociation.org. Last Fall the Board
of Directors authorized the hiring of a professional
firm to build the new website and have it initially set
up. The website will provide a single easily accessible
location to communicate news, events and resources
related to the LHLA and the lake in general. The
initial set up of the website includes news related to
permitting required to keep the Outlet open during
the winter, the Eurasian Milfoil Project, high water
level in Lake Michigan, beaver damage around the
lake and other information provided by the Michigan
Lake and Stream Association. There are archives in
the way of old newsletters, association documents
and some beautiful photography courtesy of Beth Olin.

The website, however, is still “Under Construction”.
The problem is that while the website platform has
been built and populated with some initial content
by the platform builder, the information is dated.
Fortunately, Mark Coleman has volunteered to
work on the website and be our Webmaster. We are
looking to finalize the “website” details and use it as a
communications tool for our lake.
In addition to the new website, a new Facebook page
for the Lower Herring Lake Association has been
initially set up. The Board at its May meeting selected a
Volunteer to manage our FB page and we will be seeing
postings soon.
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LOWER HERRING IN WINTER
Photos courtesy of LHLA Member Melanie Taylor

THE OUTLET CLOSED
Photos courtesy of LHLA Member DeAnne Frank

ANNUAL DUES $150. Voting members (one designated voter per household) may vote on business
matters of the Association. Associate Membership dues are $50. Your name tag at the Annual Meeting/
Picnic denotes your paid status (we will be discussing membership options at the Annual Meeting).
Mail in dues and phragmites/EWM treatment permission slip by clipping below the dotted line
and sending the form to LHLA, PO Box 11, Frankfort, MI 49635
Thanks!
DUES PAYMENT:
NAME:
LAKE ADDRESS
HOME ADDRESS
LAKE PHONE						 HOME PHONE
EMAIL ADDRESS

☐ I would prefer my newsletter by email only.
PHRAGMITES AND EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL TREATMENT PERMISSION SLIP.
This letter is my written, expressed authorization to allow for inspection of my property for EWM & Phragmites
& chemical treatment thereof of my property or lake frontage. This gives permission to our designated vendors
(Benzie Conseervation District for phragmites and PLM for EWM) to perform the chemical treatment for my
property. It is my responsibility to remove any posting signs after the longest restriction expires.*
PROPERTY ADDRESS
LOCATION ON LAKE
(PRINT NAME)
(SIGNATURE)						(DATE)
*(At time of treatment a dated sign will be posted advising you to stay out of the water for 24 hours.)

Association
Board of Directors & Terms
2018 - 2021
Allison Berry
352-7020
Vern (Skip) Noble 352-9083
Todd Frank*
352-4427
2016 - 2019
Jim Ryan
383-1600
John Hultman
352-7042
Dee Coleman
352-7039
2017 - 2020
Mark Smith
(715)218-8211
David Oellerich
352-5975
Liza Barnard
352-7024

*Appointed by the Board per the By-Laws to
fill the remaining term of Tom Engdahl, who
left the Board this May and moved off the lake.
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BOAT LAW UPDATE
For boaters/kayakers/paddelboarders/etc there
are new amendments to the laws that require
the following after removing a boat from the
water and transporting it and its trailer or other
conveyance (car) away from the launch site.
Remove all drain plugs from bilges, ballast tanks
and live wells; drain all water from all bilges and
live wells and trailers; ensure the watercraft,
trailer, and any conveyance used to transport the

watercraft or trailer are free of aquatic organisms,
including plants. There are also new regulations
for fishermen, mainly concerning bait. This is
all an effort to limit the spread if invasive species,
both plant and animal, however, it applies even if
you are only taking your boat two blocks to your
house for the winter before bringing it back to the
same lake in the spring, there were no exceptions
written into the new rules.

Are you an email fan?
We have requests to send the Newsletter and other
communications via email, so LHLA is collecting
email addresses. Please add your email address
to the “Dues Payment” notice. Any emails sent

out by LHLA will be “blind copied” to every
recipient, and they will see only their own and
no one else’s email address. (And yes, we will still
use regular mail if that’s your choice.)

